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Four new endurance bikes put to the test By Caley Fretz, Logan VonBokel, and Neal Rogers

in fOr the LOng  hauL
you need not have the Arenberg Forest outside your door to take advantage of an 

endurance road frame; cobbles are not a requirement to bring out the best in 
them. A long day in the hills will do, or a bad section of chip-sealed asphalt. Dirt 
roads, too, beg for their more relaxed geometry and added comfort. In fact, there 
are few situations in which a modern endurance frame does not excel, and fewer 
still that it cannot handle. 
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The endurance category, born out of a de-
mand for bikes that are designed more for the 
average Joe than the hardened pro, has blos-
somed over the last few years. These are no 
longer simply race bikes with tall head tubes; 
the category now runs the gamut from race-
bred bikes with the hardest edges chipped off, 
to mellow backcountry cruisers. It is easier 
than ever to find the frame that matches your 
own riding style, terrain, and interests. 

More so than any other roundup we’ve con-
ducted, the four bikes on these pages are un-
apologetic about their divergent goals, assets, 
and limitations. Specialized and Trek have tak-
en the performance path, crafting bikes that 

would be at home in any race, but still man-
age to add a bit of comfort. Look utilizes clas-
sic construction and innovative integration in 
its new 675, creating a bike that pines for the 
all-day ride. The more relaxed Volagi Liscio 
begs for adventure, for dirt roads and bad pave-
ment, vertical gain and subsequent loss. Each 
has a specific sphere in which it is king. 

Despite these differences, though, the same 
threads that have always tied together the en-
durance bike category remain. Geometry is 
more relaxed and overall stability takes prece-
dence over nimble, flickable steering. Vertical 
compliance is a requirement, and a wide array 
of technology has been developed to enhance 
this important attribute without negatively af-
fecting others. 

The TesTing
This diversity of attributes and design intents 
makes comparative reviews difficult. Our pick 
for the best of the bunch may not be the best 
for you. We’ve taken an array of values into ac-
count in our rankings system, and calculated 
an overall winner. 

Each bike is rated in five categories: quanti-
tative scientific testing (40 points), quali-

tative ride quality (30 points), value (15 
points), user friendliness (10 points), 
and weight (5 points). As always, we en-

courage readers to look at the scores as distinct 
characteristics and measure those against 
their own preferences. Our final tally may not 
necessarily mirror yours, while the score in 
each segment reflects a bike’s strength in that 
particular criterion. 

New for this latest VeloLab roundup is the 
way we’ve allocated points across the quantita-
tive categories. Rather than a simple point al-
location based on rank (X points for first, Y for 
second, Z for third, etc.), we’ve applied points 
based on how close, or far, each bike comes to 
the top in each test. So if the one bike is 20 
percent less stiff than the stiffest in this test, 
it gets 20 percent fewer points in that catego-
ry. The best in each category receives the full 
points allocation.

As with every VeloLab test, all four bikes 
were put through a combination of rigorous 
on-road testing from our practiced reviewers, 
and scientific, third-party lab testing co-de-
signed and performed by MicroBac Laborato-
ries, Inc.

Lab testing included both our torsional stiff-
ness test, the same one used in every VeloLab 
test, and a vibration damping test, measuring 
how much vibration is removed between the 
dropouts and major human contact points. To-
gether, the two tests paint a picture of how well 
each bike performs across a broad spectrum 
of criteria, from comfort to race performance. 

The TesTers
Each of the four bikes is ridden by multiple 
Velo staff, to gain additional insight into how 
they perform under a variety of rider types, but 
one writer takes charge of each individual re-
view. Technical editor Caley Fretz, tech writer 
Logan VonBokel, and editor-in-chief Neal Rog-
ers are the three riders and writers behind 
these reviews. 

VonBokel and Fretz come from similar back-
grounds; both have raced extensively across 
multiple disciplines, from road to cross to 
mountain bikes. They prefer aggressive rides, 
and put themselves into aggressive positions 
on the bike. The bikes on these pages are not 
exactly their cup of tea, but that sets them up 
perfectly to evaluate each bike’s performance 
characteristics. Rogers has raced across mul-
tiple disciplines as well, but will freely admit to 
spending most weekends simply hammering 
on his riding pals. He still likes to go fast, but 
increasingly values comfort. 
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The four manufacturers in this test all make claims about the comfort 
of their bikes, so we set out to measure just how well they handled 
vibration. In collaboration with Microbac Laboratories, we created a 
new test to measure the bikes’ responses to bumps.

We wanted to see how the bicycles reacted to a rough chip-seal road 
as well as a larger rumblestrip-like surface. To accomplish this, we 
purchased two sets of Kreitler rollers. We used 4.5-inch rollers on the 
rear and a 3-inch roller on the front of both sets (to keep the bumps 
on the rollers out of sync). We then welded a 1/8-inch bump along 
the width of the front two drums on one set of rollers for our small 
bump test. The second set received 1/4-inch bumps to simulate the 
rougher road. 

Accelerometers were attached to the bicycle at the front and rear 
dropouts, the top of the steerer tube, and the seatpost just under the 
saddle. These measured acceleration in Gs (G is acceleration measured 
in units of gravity. For example, 2 G = 2 times the acceleration of 
gravity). Results are a measurement of change, or the difference 
in vibration between the dropout-mounted sensors and those near 
human contact points. The lower the g number, the better the bicycle 
was at isolating the rider from the vibration of the rollers. 

We normalized accelerometer position, bicycle position, rider, rider 
position, tire pressure, speed, wheelset, and gear used. We intentionally 
kept the stem and handlebar out of our test. Bars and stems are often 
changed, and size and material have a big impact. Instead, we focused 
on how the frame, fork, and seatpost performed as a system. 

Our testing was done blind, meaning that no lab data was divulged 
to testers until the bikes were returned. This is vital in maintaining 
the validity of the lab data and its interpretation (by Microbac), and 
also helps us to avoid coloring our impressions of the bikes in the 
real world.

By testing each bike four times, we collected and processed over 1.4 
million data points over the course of the vibration test. We distilled 
the data down to the graphs here. 

BIG BUMP (1/4”) VIBRATION RESULTS

SMALL BUMP (1/8”) VIBRATION RESULTSVIBRATION
STATION

MEASUREMENT POINT

MEASUREMENT
POINT

MEASUREMENT
POINTS

OVERALL VIBRATION RESULTS
(lower Gs mean less vibration)
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sciEntific tEsting: 25 Of 40 pOints
The 675 was the third stiffest and scored lowest 
at damping vibration. On the stiffness jig it fell 

only a bit behind the rather excellent Domane 
and Roubaix frames, and well ahead of the Lis-
cio, putting it in the running with many of the 

race frames we’ve had through the lab. On the 
road, these qualities bore out.

In the vibration test, the 675’s lack of any 
sort of specific anti-vibration device was made 
immediately apparent. It fell far behind third 
place, the Roubaix, on both the big bump and 
the small bump tests. 

sUBJEctiVE RiDE QUaLity: 19 Of 30 pOints
Our main gripe with the 675 is that it doesn’t 
particularly feel like an endurance bike. Com-
fort is marginally better than that of its race-
oriented sibling, the 695. There is a bit of give 
provided by the flattened chain stay and seat 
stay, but not much. 

Handling is also average, neither exception-
al nor bad. The front end is nowhere near as 
squirrely as the Liscio, but also does not have 
the hyper-stiff feel of the Roubaix. The 56mm 
of trail is entirely neutral in a race setting, but 
on an endurance bike it would normally be con-
sidered a bit on the twitchy side. However, like 
the Roubaix, which also features 56mm of trail, 
a long wheelbase seems to have counteracted 
this feeling. The 675 retains its neutral feel even 
over the rough stuff.

Acceleration suffers slightly from the low bot-
tom bracket stiffness, and from somewhat heavy 
wheels. Once again, the feel is neither positive 
nor negative; the 675 simply hits a mark, neither 
surpassing nor falling short.

UsER fRiEnDLinEss: 5 Of 10 pOints
The same integrated stem that gives the 675 its dis-
tinctive look is also a bit of a pain. The A-Stem, while 
nice to look at, makes adjustment more difficult, and 
since it is a proprietary design, it can’t be swapped 
for another stem. That means that in order to tweak 
one’s fit, a rider must hope that their retailer has a 
full A-Stem fit kit in house, something that Look 
will supply upon request. The A-Stem itself does 
provide some adjustment, using shims that change 
the length by 10mm, but the proprietary nature of 
the entire setup losses the 675 a heap of points. 

VaLUE: 13 Of 15 pOints
We quite like the 675. We don’t believe it is exactly 
the bike that it is marketed as, but it is a bit more 
comfortable than your average road racer, it looks 
great (or, at the very least, intriguing), and is stiff 
enough to throw into the occasional fast lunch ride 
or weekend race. Its price, at only $4,200, is yet an-
other perk. The 675 is the least expensive bike in 
this test, and is still an above-average ride. It does 
lose some points, of course, because the Domane 
and Roubaix are simply better.

BY THE NUMBERS
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3 “It’s an excellent all-around bike.”

LOOK 675  
By Logan VonBokel

65/100
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sneak a glance at the Look 675 and you can’t help but be drawn to the blocky stem and stream-
lined top tube. That the words “endurance bike” are associated with this flowing frame is at first 
surprising. The top tube and stem interface resemble a sprinting-machine more than a comfort 

steed. You might even hear someone say, “that looks fast,” as we did on a group ride during testing. 
Those three words, until recently, would rarely be associated with endurance bikes. 

Our hang-up with the 675 is that it’s not an endurance bike of the modern mold, at least not when 
compared to the other bikes in this test. The one trait of the 675 that screams “endurance” is its tall 
head tube. That’s not to say that the 675 is a poor bike; it’s an excellent all-around bike. But it’s not 
an excellent “endurance” bike.

$4,200
16.86 lbs
56cm
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scIEnTIFIc TEsTInG: 29 OF 40 pOInTs
The lab was a place of both jubilation and bitter 
defeat for the Liscio. It obliterated all comers in the 
vibration test, taking down two of the industry’s 
800-pound gorillas, the Roubaix and the Domane. 
It then bombed the stiffness test like a second grad-
er trying to conquer calculus. The Volagi is one of 
the least stiff frames we’ve ever tested, and also the 
most comfortable. 

sUBJEcTIVE RIDE QUaLITy: 19 OF 30 pOInTs
The phenomenal vibration damping figures of the 
Liscio in the lab were confirmed on the rutted dirt 
roads near Boulder. The bike softens washboards 
like no other frame we’ve ridden, and is an absolute 
dream on chip-sealed asphalt. The use of disc brakes 
allows for exceptional tire clearance, and when 
mounted up with a pair of big 28mm clinchers, the 
Liscio wanted nothing more than to explore all the 
tiny dirt roads that spin off from our Rocky Moun-
tain canyons. For the first time ever, we’ve given a 
bike 10 out of 10 points for comfort. 

Throw in a bit of power, or try to keep up with the 
fast lunch ride around a hard corner, and the more 
balanced approach taken by Trek, Specialized, and 
Look becomes more appealing. The front end of the 
Liscio is fine torsionally, and remains stiff as you yank 
on the bars, but is soft side-to-side, affecting handling 
to such a degree that we didn’t particularly like throw-
ing full sprint power into it. Wiggle the bars and the 
front end sways to and fro like a palm tree in a hur-
ricane. This weakness isn’t noticeable until the bike is 
really pushed, but it’s there nonetheless. 

Acceleration suffers from the same problems, al-
though to a lesser degree. The rear end stays planted 
when in full gallop, and its vertical flex may actually 
help in this regard, suggesting decent stay stiffness. 
But the top and down tube let the bike down when 
really pushed, as the frame seems to sap power; it 
doesn’t fight back against you as you hope it will. 
The poor bottom bracket stiffness figures, nearly 40 
percent lower than third place, are a likely culprit.

UsER FRIEnDLInEss: 7 OF 10 pOInTs
The Liscio features internal routing, so it loses a few 
points there. But most of the decrease comes from 
the disc brakes. Don’t get us wrong, we love them, 
but they do require a different and slightly more ad-
vanced skillset to get working correctly. We had to 
take a few more points off for them. 

VaLUE: 13 OF 15 pOInTs
At $6,100 with an Ultegra Di2 drivetrain and car-
bon wheels, the Liscio is an excellent value. The 
rest of the parts spec is spot on as well, with no real 
duds. The use of Avid’s exceptional BB7 Road disc 
brakes regains the Volagi a few points here; they 
simply work so much better than any caliper brake 
can hope to. 
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2 “The most comfortable road frame we’ve ever ridden.”

VOLaGI LIscIO
By Caley Fretz

70/100
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The Liscio is an outlier. That’s no surprise, given the minds that birthed it. Volagi’s founders are 
two former Specialized engineers who never quite fit in at the Big Red ‘S’ and who have more 
of a penchant for long days on gravel roads than short lunch rides spent with their noses to the 

stem. The bike they created reflects those values.
The Liscio is the most comfortable road frame we’ve ever ridden. It is also one of the most adventurous, 

begging to be taken off the asphalt in a way that no other bike in this test does. It features future-proof disc 
brakes as well as regular brake mounts, and an innovative design for removing jarring bumps. It even has 
hidden fender mounts for those truly nasty days, and plenty of room for massive tires.

All these features lead to its outlier status in this roundup. It just doesn’t fit in. On our usual scales, de-
signed to evaluate race bikes, it falls into third, and would be a distant last if not for it’s excellent vibration test 
scores. But perhaps it’s a case of improper scales, not an improper bike. Quite frankly, we’re enamored with 
the Liscio, despite its decidedly average scores here. If we applied points for fun, it would have taken this test 
in a landslide; instead our focus is on performance.

$6,100
17.41 lbs
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scIEnTIFIc TEsTInG: 29 OF 40 pOInTs
Trek claims that the Domane’s IsoSpeed decoupler 
offers twice the vertical compliance of its nearest 
competitor. That’s a claim we can’t verify, as we 
test vibration damping and not vertical compli-
ance; but lean on the saddle and there is visible 
flexing of the seat tube. 

The Domane falls short of the Roubaix, but is 
much stiffer than the Look 675 and Volagi. The 
oversized down tube, chainstays, and bottom 
bracket keep the lower half of the bike rigid, allow-
ing the decoupler to absorb road vibration. 

sUBJEcTIVE RIDE QUaLITy: 23 OF 30 pOInTs
As far as comfort, the Domane is excellent. Over 
rough roads, the influence of the IsoSpeed decou-
pler is immediately noticeable. Remember the first 
time you rode a bike with tubulars? The improved 
ride quality is equally profound.

Compared to Trek’s flagship race rocket, the Ma-
done, the Domane has a longer head tube, a more 
relaxed head tube angle, a shorter top tube, and a 
longer wheelbase. The result is a more stable, but 
slower handling bike with a taller, less-aero han-
dlebar position.  

The elegance of the Domane’s tracking over 
rough roads is fantastic. The decoupler helps the 
bike hug the road on rough descents or high-speed, 
rutted turns. It allows the rear wheel to maintain 
better contact with the road, providing increased 
traction, as well as improved power efficiency. If 
dirt roads are a regular part of your route itinerary, 
the Domane is a game-changer.

Our only complaint is that the rear end is so 
wonderfully comfortable that the front end feels 
overly stiff and bouncy. The disparity between the 
front and rear is bothersome at times. 

UsER FRIEnDLInEss: 8 OF 10 pOInTs
Wide, 25mm tires come stock, and the aluminum 
Bontrager wheels feature wide rims that add a 
heap of comfort straight out of the shop; that’s one 
less thing that needs to be immediately upgraded. 
We subtract some points for internal routing, but 
the Domane is otherwise a dream to wrench on — 
complete with hidden fender mounts.

VaLUE: 12 OF 15 pOInTs
The Domane’s spec is almost entirely outfitted 
with the Wisconsin company’s Bontrager line, 
including a Bontrager Race X Lite cockpit, Trek 
IsoSpeed carbon fork, and Ride Tuned seatmast. 
The wheelset is the capable but unremarkable 
tubeless-ready Race X Lite, equipped with 25mm 
Bontrager tires. The price is about $1,000 less than 
the Roubaix SL4, and a few of our testers actually 
liked it more than the Specialized. That’s excellent 
value. However, $7,000 still isn’t cheap, so we’ve 
knocked a few points off.
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4 “The elegance of the tracking over rough roads is fantastic.”

TREk 
DOmanE 
6.9
By Neal Rogers
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compared to some brands, Trek was late to bring an endurance bike to the market. That changed 
in March 2012, when RadioShack rider Fabian Cancellara rode to a solo win at Strade Bianche 
aboard a prototype Domane, but then crashed out of the Tour of Flanders and missed Paris-

Roubaix just days after the Domane’s official media launch. 
At the core of the Domane’s comfort technology is its IsoSpeed decoupler, the result of an 18-month 

Trek study into how a race bike performs over rough roads, and how that affects the rider. Out of this 
research and development effort came the decoupler — don’t call it suspension, Trek doesn’t like that 
— which allows the seat tube to flex and bend independently from the top tube-to-seatstay junction. It 
isolates the movement of the seat tube from the rest of the frame, soaking up road shock before it reaches 
the rider, ideal for the cobblestone roads of the spring classics.

But does it work, or is it just a gimmick? To paraphrase a memorable Seinfeld episode, it’s real, and it’s 
spectacular. Case in point: Cancellara prefers the Domane to Trek’s racier Madone, and not just on the 
cobbles. Upon returning from his classics injury, the Swiss star rode a special yellow Domane during his 
week in the maillot jaune at the Tour de France, and again at the Olympic road race.
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sciEntific tEsting: 33 Of 40 pOints
The Roubaix SL4 did not perform as well as its 
predecessor, the SL3, in our vibration test. It blew 
that test away in 2011. But the change isn’t all that 
surprising; Specialized freely admits that it has 
hardened up the SL4, making it more of a race bike 
and sacrificing a bit of comfort. In this round, the 

Roubaix finished behind the very soft Volagi Liscio 
and Trek’s new Domane design. 

The running between the Roubaix and Domane 
was close, though, making it all the more impres-
sive that the SL4 is the third-stiffest bike to ever go 
through the VeloLab, falling short of only the phe-
nomenal Cannondale SuperSix EVO and the Fo-

cus Izalco. That an “endurance bike” is one of the 
stiffest bikes we’ve tested adds a certain amount of 
credibility to the endurance segment. Racer’s heads 
should turn in interest. 

subjEctiVE RidE QuaLity: 24 Of 30 pOints
In the real world, we have to ride on roads that are 
not always pristine — it’s those flawed roads, in fact, 
that these bikes are designed for. The overall tor-
sional stiffness displayed by the Roubaix wouldn’t 
normally bode well for comfort. But the Roubaix 
floats. The front and rear ends are balanced in shock 
absorption, with neither proving to be overly harsh 
or soft. 

The new, innovative seatpost featured on the 
SL4, humorously dubbed the Cobl Gobl-R, adds a 
dose of comfort out back. For what it lacks in visual 
appeal, the oddly shaped Gobl-R makes up for by 
smoothing out road vibrations. The curving head 
of the Gobl-R acts as a leaf spring. Those who run 
more saddle setback will see even more of an advan-
tage; they’ll effectively be lengthening the lever of 
the spring, making the movement of the Gobl-R 
more fluid and less bouncy. 

Acceleration on the SL4 is outstanding, a product 
of the frame’s torsional stiffness. The use of a stout 
stem and stiff bars help here as well, as does the in-
clusion of light carbon clincher wheels. But most of 
the get-up-and-go attitude can be attributed to the 
frame itself. 

Handling is equally excellent, if the fit is right. 
We gave the Roubaix 9 out of 10 available points in 
this category, but did so under the assumption that 
the fit will work for potential buyers. That isn’t a 
foregone conclusion, and may keep some more ag-
gressive riders off the bike. We were forced to use 
a -17 degree, 120mm stem in order to achieve the 
desired position. Once there, the SL4 proved every 
bit as capable as the Roubaix SL3 that won our last 
endurance road roundup. It has a low trail figure, 
just 56mm, but a long wheelbase. The combination 
is one that seems to find a good balance between 
flickable steering and stability. 

usER fRiEndLinEss: 8 Of 10 pOints
Specialized doesn’t skimp where it really matters: 
wheels, tires, and contact points. The stock tires 
are fat 25mm clinchers, mounted up to slick Roval 
carbon clincher rims. As usual, we took off a few 
points for the inclusion of pain-in-the-arse internal 
cable routing, but that’s the Roubaix’s only real user-
experience flaw.

VaLuE: 10 Of 15 pOints
At $8,000, the Roubaix is the most expensive bike 
in this test, and though it does come stock with car-
bon wheels and a top-tier Red group, that’s a lot to 
spend — particularly with the nearly-as-good Trek 
available for $1,000 less. 

BY THE NUMBERS
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5 “Racer’s heads should turn in interest.”

spEciaLizEd s-wORks 
ROubaix 
sL4
By Logan VonBokel

80/100
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the Roubaix SL4 had the launch of the year during the 2012 season. In it’s worldwide debut, under Tom 
Boonen at Paris-Roubaix, the bike rode away from all comers on the cobbles of northern France, looping 
around the fabled Roubaix velodrome minutes ahead of its nearest competitor. Boonen’s 54km solo move 

was like an hour long Specialized commercial. For a bicycle manufacturer, it doesn’t get any better than that. 
What separates the Roubaix SL4 from its predecessors is a distinct move towards the racer. This is no 

longer Specialized’s “old-man bike”; the SL4 is fast — very fast.
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TORSIONAL STIFFNESS RESULTS
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resUlts
for the second time in three years, the Specialized Roubaix takes top hon-

ors. However, the latest version of the bike that has won four of the last 
five editions of Paris-Roubaix comes at victory from a new angle. In 2011, 

it was vastly superior to all comers in the vibration damping test, in addition 
to its excellent stiffness scores. For 2013, the Roubaix has been firmed up 
and made into a race-day star at the expense of a bit of comfort. Both the 
Domane and the Liscio performed better in the vibration test. 

The new Roubaix’s stiffness figures are astounding. It is the third stiffest 
frame we’ve ever tested, behind the race-bred Cannondale SuperSix EVO 
and the similarly hard-nosed Focus Izalco. It is, without question, a race 
bike. And yet it fell only slightly behind the Domane in the vibration testing, 
proving its versatility. For the rider looking to maximize performance while 
taking the edge off of everything from chip-sealed pavement to dirt roads, 
the Roubaix is the clear choice. 

Trek’s Domane is a close second. It is more comfortable than the Roubaix, 
particularly in the rear — the difference was noticeable on the road, and 
that was backed up by the lab results. The IsoSpeed coupler is particularly 
adept at removing small vibrations, but also works quite well on the rutted, 
washboard-laden dirt roads that surround Velo’s Boulder office. While not as 
stiff as the Roubaix, Trek has still created a frame that stacks up well against 
some of the best race bikes we’ve tested. 

In another test, the Volagi Liscio may have been victorious. It is, without 
question, the most comfortable bike in this roundup. The company’s pat-
ented LongBow stays effectively remove small vibrations and jarring hits 
more effectively than both the Roubaix and the Domane. The ride is buttery 
smooth, the geometry is spot on, and the disc brakes are phenomenal. The 
Volagi simply can’t compete in stiffness, though. It’s one of the softest bikes 
we’ve ever passed through the lab, and the lack of rigidity is noticeable out on 
the road. Yank on the bars at full gallop and the front end sways to and fro as 
if it’s being buffeted by hidden winds; throw in a sprint and the rear end feels 
disconnected from the front. The Liscio is no race bike — but then again, it 
doesn’t pretend to be. For the more casual rider looking only for a bit of off-
asphalt adventure or a comfortable ride for the long haul, look no further. The 
Liscio has the chops to get you just about anywhere in comfort. 

Look forgoes the use of proprietary comfort-providing tech: no IsoSpeed, 
no LongBow stays, no Zertz. It’s a classic endurance frame, featuring a tall 
head tube and slimmed stays. It tested well, but not excellently, on the tor-
sional stiffness jig, and we could find no great fault with its stiffness levels 
out on the road. Likewise, its rear end came within spitting distance of the 
Roubaix on the large bumps — a difference of only .04g — but couldn’t 
quite close the gap, and fell well behind overall. We appreciate the Look’s 
unique visual presence, though. Despite its tall head tube, the bike pulls off 
a streamlined appearance, absent of the “begging dog” look so common on 
endurance bikes with tall head tubes. 
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The torsional stiffness test 
we co-developed with 

Microbac Laboratories, 
Inc. measures how a 
bike moves at three 
different points 
while subjected to a 
simulated pedaling force. 
Here’s how it works.

The front fork was 
fixed. The rear 
dropouts were 
mounted to a 
dummy axle that 
pivots on an eyebolt, allowing the rear of the bicycle to twist and move laterally. A chain 
was connected from the large chainring to the dummy rear axle to transfer the pedaling 
force through the rear triangle. 

Dial indicators contacted the bike at the center of the drive crankarm’s face, at the 
top of the head tube, and at the top of the seat tube. Two 50-pound dumbbell weights 
were hung on a spindle screwed into the left crank positioned horizontally forward and 
the values were recorded on the three dial indicators.  — LENNARD ZINN
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